
Computer Aided Sperm Analysis 

A computer aided system tool was developed for the analyses and to address the issues related to 

fertility and reproduction of human beings in the spermatozoa. It performs repeatable and accurate 

analysis of human spermatozoa by automatically finding each sperm and then tracking individual sperm 

to calculate its displacement accurate to the nearest micro-meters using high speed cameras mounted 

on microscopes. 

Key Objectives 

 To replace the time consuming, limited accuracy and precision of manual semen analysis 

system with clinically validated, efficient and reliable CASA system. 

 To employ other’s and our published robust object tracking algorithms for motility 

determination.  

 To devise a quality control scheme for cross laboratory repeatability of tests. 

 To establish research links with foreign universities like University of Nottingham, their 

professors will be involved from the medical side. 

 To conduct studies and publish findings after comparisons of manual and automated analysis 

in journals in order to generate credibility of our techniques after clinical evaluations. So 

Publishing of research papers in reputable conference/journals is one of the proposed goals. 

 To create a clinically validated and cost effective Commercial tool and sell it in the UK, US, 

European, and sub-continent markets. 

 To employ MS and BS students to work on state of the art Image and Vision algorithms for the 

development of this system. 

 To expose the local MS and BS students to end user product development and 

entrepreneurship while they work in parallel to developers and professionals from the 

industry.  

 To train students and RAs in the field of parallel programming using GPUs. 

 To explore other modules that we can build upon our initially proposed system to extend our 

product line, like establishment of a quality control scheme to replace the older expensive and 

non-reliable ones. 

 

Significant Results 

 Output is a commercial tool for testing sperm concentration and motility automatically. 

 The final product consists of software, a fire wire camera with a C-Mount that can be fixed on 

the trinocular head of any phase contrast microscope in andrology/fertility/pathology 

laboratories. A stage micrometer will also be shipped with each bundle so lab technicians can 

calibrate the area and volume under review. 

 The commercial software would be provided as an installable system with a user manual. It is 

a complete/finished product and will not require any external assistance to run. Although 

further advancements due to continues research and development in the system in form of 

updates and add-on modules may come with additional price. Hence the project outcome is 

totally sustainable and self-contained. 

 The commercial tool is used in fertility clinics and pathology laboratories. This tool eliminates 

the human errors while testing and analysis of human spermatozoa, and saves staff time by 



achieving in a couple of minutes what now take 20-25 minutes. 

  Human resource was developed in the fields of Medical Image processing, computer vision, 

parallel processing and application development.  

 The Project team was directly in collaboration with Queens Medical Center Nottingham which 

is the University of Nottingham’s medical school; besides that the product was tested at many 

teaching hospitals in UK. 

 The organization is viewing this product as a seed of many other ventures into the medical 

field. This novel software has a lot of add-ons due to future research and collaboration 

between the PI and University of Nottingham, Cambridge and Liverpool’s Medical schools. 


